FRESHMEN FAVORED TO TRIM DARTMOUTH

SPEED AND POWER SHOWN BY ENTRIES IN HANOVER MEET

Record Breakers Compete in Dashes, Broad Jump, Shot Put

FIELD EVENTS STRONG

With champions in three events, the freshman track team goes to Hanover

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1931

THE TECH

Dartmouth Wins Over Technology in Hockey Game

Bill Morton Scores Twice To Defeat Beaver Team—Hall Stars

With eight minutes of the last quarter to go Dartmouth's hockey team gained

TECHNOLOGY CREWS WORK OUT ON RIVER

Get the New Complete Tourist Guide in Next Sunday's Herald Tribune.

The well-planned trip is a happy one. Save worry, time and money by plotting out the whole thing well in advance.

Do as the veteran travelers do—get the Herald Tribune Annual Tourist Guide. It will be published with the Sunday Herald Tribune next Sunday, March 1.

This famous Guide is helpful and complete. Nothing omitted that a European tourist should know.

The best time for visiting any country you want to see. Ships, trains, cars and railways. Baggage and customs rules. What clothes to take. How much to tip. Airplane and motor services and rates. Golf courses. Best places to visit and things to see. Mails, cables, foreign exchanges. And everything else that you want to know and may puzzle you if you don't know.

There's just one sure way of getting this European Tourist Guide. Tell your newspaper to reserve for you a copy of next Sunday's Herald Tribune.

New York Herald Tribune